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Oxford Dictionary of English
A guide to word origins offers entries covering the history and sense-development of a major part of the
modern English vocabulary.

Oxford Dictionary of Reference and Allusion
Developed using evidence from the Oxford English Corpus, this fully revised text offers more up-to-date
and complete coverage of synonyms and antonyms than any other A-Z thesaurus. Increased coverage
now includes hundreds of new phrases and idioms, and newly selected examples of real English
showing how words are used, and helping to guide you to the right meaning. New features include the
Word Toolkit which helps you choose the best word matches based on evidence from the Oxford
English Corpus. In addition, the popular Word Link feature points you to related words. Look up 'sleep'
and find the words 'sedative', 'hypnotic', and 'soporific', and find related prefixes. The redesigned centre
section provides convenient lists of words by topic, from society and religion, to fashion and technology,
in addition to lists of foreign, and archaic words and phrases. An invaluable resource for puzzlers, or
anyone wishing to broaden their vocabulary. The Oxford Thesaurus of English is ideal for anyone who
wants a comprehensive and authoritative thesaurus of current English, for use by writers and editors,
students, and crossword and puzzle solvers at work or at home. The thesaurus includes 12 months'
access* to Oxford's premium online dictionary and thesaurus service, Oxford Dictionaries Online,
updated regularly with the latest developments to words and meanings, so you will have the most
accurate picture of English available. Find out more about our living language using Oxford Dictionaries
Online. Hear how words are spoken with thousands of audio pronunciations, and access over 1.9 million
real English example sentences to see how words are used in context. Improve your confidence in
writing with helpful grammar and punctuation guides, full thesaurus information, style and usage help,
and much more. *Available in selected markets (UK, Europe, Australia, Canada, and South Africa).
Terms and conditions apply; please see www.oxforddictionaries.com/access for information.
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Concise Oxford English Dictionary
The Oxford Dictionary of Current English
"Based on the New Oxford dictionary of English"--Preface.

The Making of the Oxford English Dictionary
Presents phonetic transcriptions and definitions for thousands of words that are difficult to spell, define,
or pronounce.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 9E Hardback + DVD-ROM with Online
Access Pa
Previous ed.: Oxford dictionary of Allusions, 2nd ed., 2005.

Concise Oxford English Dictionary
What was life like for the British men, women, and children who lived in late imperial India while
serving the Raj? Empire Families treats the Raj as a family affair and examines how, and why, many
remained linked with India over several generations.Due to the fact that India was never meant for
permanent European settlement, many families developed deep-rooted ties with India while never
formally emigrating. Their lives were dominated by long periods of residence abroad punctuated by
repeated travels between Britain and India: childhoodoverseas followed by separation from parents and
education in Britain; adult returns to India through careers or marriage; furloughs, and ultimately
retirement, in Britain. As a result, many Britons neither felt themselves to be rooted in India, nor felt
completely at home when back in Britain.Their permanent impermanence led to the creation of distinct
social realities and cultural identities. Empire Families sets out to recreate this society by looking at a
series of families, their lives in India, and their travels back to Britain. Focusing for the first time on the
experiences of parents and children alike, and including the Beveridge, Butler, Orwell, and Kipling
families, ElizabethBuettner uncovers the meanings of growing up in the Raj and an itinerant imperial
lifestyle.

The New Oxford Dictionary of English.
"First published as the Little Oxford dictionary"--T.p. verso.

The New Oxford Dictionary of English
This unique and authoritative dictionary contains over 1,100 of the most widely used proverbs in
English, utilizing the latest research from Oxford Dictionaries to source them. This edition has been
thoroughly revised and updated, broadening the cultural range of the proverbs selected, and covering
sayings of international origins. With a strong emphasis on concisely explaining the meaning of the
proverbs described, the dictionary also provides additional examples of usage, and includes a fascinating
history for many entries. Arranged in A-Z order and with a useful thematic index, A Dictionary of
Proverbs is ideal for browsing and perfectly suited for quick reference. Look up your old favourites,
learn punchy new expressions to get your point across, and find the answer to that crossword clue. It is
never too late to learn: find proverbs relevant to every aspect of life in this entertaining and informative
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collection.

Oxford Thesaurus of English
The New Zealand Oxford Dictionary is the first large-scale English dictionary especially prepared for
New Zealand users. It has been compiled at the New Zealand Dictionary Centre in Wellington, and
reflects both the New Zealand Dictionary Centre's research into New Zealand English and research into
international English conducted by Oxford dictionary centres worldwide, especially the research for The
Oxford English Dictionary . The New Zealand Oxford Dictionary contains over 100,000 definitions,
including over 12,000 New Zealand entries and a wide range of encyclopedic information which provide
information about the world, especially its notable persons and places. Also included are a series of
Appendices which provide historical, geographical and other information, as well as sections on
grammar and punctuation. The Appendices also include both the English and Maori versions of the
Treaty of Waitangi and the national anthem, God Defend New Zealand.

Cambridge Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM
An easy-to-use dictionary containing 90,000 up-to-date words, phrases, and definitions.

The Oxford Dictionary and Usage Guide to the English Language
The New Oxford Dictionary of English is a landmark in dictionary making. The dictionary focuses on
English as it is really used today, informed by currently available evidence and the latest research. The
dictionary is unique in that it places the most frequently used meanings of each word first, followed by
secondary and technical senses, slang, idioms, and historical and obsolete senses. There are over 500
boxed usage notes, giving guidance on all aspects of the language and backed up byextensive analysis of
the evidence. Featuring 350,000 words, phrases, and definitions, this dictionary offers the most
comprehensive coverage of English as it is actually used in the twenty-first century.

The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms
This book tells the history of the Oxford English Dictionary from its beginnings in the middle of the
nineteenth century to the present. The author, uniquely among historians of the OED, is also a practising
lexicographer with nearly thirty years' experience of working on the Dictionary. He has drawn on a wide
range of sources--including previously unexamined archival material and eyewitness testimony--to
create a detailed history of the project. The book explores the cultural background from which the idea
of a comprehensive historical dictionary of English emerged, the lengthy struggles to bring this concept
to fruition, and the development of the book from the appearance of the first printed fascicle in 1884 to
the launching of the Dictionary as an online database in 2000 and beyond. It also examines the evolution
of the lexicographers' working methods, and provides much information about the people--many of them
remarkable individuals--who have contributed to the project over the last century and a half.

OXFORD DIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR(P)
This is a reissue of the ninth edition of the world's longest-established and best-selling pocket English
dictionary. It is one of the new generation Oxford dictionaries derived from the database of the highlyacclaimed New Oxford Dictionary of English and is particularly user friendly with its elegant open
design, with different elements starting on new lines. It offers excellent coverage of English as an
international language, the defining style is straightforward and non-technical, andthousands of
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examples illustrate idiomatic usage. All irregular noun, verb, and adjectival inflections are spelled out in
full, while guidance on grammar and good usage is provided by in-text notes. Additional features
include Wordbuilder boxes giving information on related words and thematic tables on subjects such as
countries, chemical elements, and nationalities. This title replaces ISBN: 0-19-861334-2.

Oxford Dictionary of English Idioms
Provides definitions of words in contemporary use in English-speaking countries throughout the world,
with examples of idiomatic uses, guides to irregular forms, notes on grammar and preferred usage, and
lists of related terms.

Oxford Dictionary of Current English
Offers definitions for English words and phrases, along with observations about the evolution of the
dictionary since its first edition and tables that contain information for such topics as countries and
chemical elements.

The Oxford English Reference Dictionary
19 pages of contents in middle of book between end of L and beginning of M

The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar
Offers definitions of more than 240,000 words and phrases, including recently coined words in such
fields as technology and fashion.

Oxford Student's Dictionary Paperback
Say it with OxfordThe Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary is the ultimate speaking and writing tool
for developing the skills you need for passing exams and communicating in English. It's trusted by
learners and teachers of English around the world for its clear explanations and example
sentences.Language level: Upper-intermediate to advanced (B2-C2)Age range: Young teen to adultDVDROM includes: * Full A-Z dictionary including 900 new words* British and American English audio*
New iSpeaker to help student's with pronunciation, and prepare them for speaking exams and oral
presentations* iWriter shows student's how to plan, write and review your own writing tasks* Topic
wordlists* Teacher resources - downloadable videos, lesson plans and activities for use in class Online
access code includes:* New iSpeaker to help student's with pronunciation, and prepare them for
speaking exams and oral presentations* iWriter shows student's how to plan, write and review your own
writing tasks* My Wordlists - create lists of the words you want to learn* Teacher resources downloadable videos, lesson plans and activities for use in class

The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
Oxford Dictionary of English.
The Pocket Oxford English Dictionary tenth edition is an updated and fully revised edition of the bestselling Pocket Oxford English Dictionary ninth edition, containing over 120,000 words, phrases, and
definitions, with definitions even clearer than before. For the new edition there is lots of help with those
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aspects of the language (such as spelling, pronunciation, and usage) which cause most difficulties. In
particular, there are hundreds of new spelling notes to help with tricky words that are commonly
misspelled, extra usage notes giving advice on good English, and more help with pronunciations of
difficult words. A new open design ensures that this dictionary is even more accessible and easier to use
than ever before.

Pocket Oxford English Dictionary
The first in a brand-new and cutting-edge series of Dictionary and Reference CD-ROMs. Containing the
following Oxford Dictionary and Reference titles, the Oxford Pop-up English Language Reference Shelf
is an unrivalled reference resource for journalists, writers, students, and anyone who writes on and uses a
computer: The New Oxford Dictionary of English(NODE) DS our top-of-the range current English
Dictionary The New Oxford Thesaurus (NOTE) DS our brand-new and most up-to-date thesaurus The
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (Fifth Edition) (ODQ5) Fowler's Modern English Usage (Third
Edition, Revised) (Fowler) DS available on CD-ROM for the first time KEY FEATURES Pop-up
dictionary and thesaurus look up feature The cutting-edge Pop-up feature, allows the easiest ever access
to electronic reference resources. The Oxford Pop-up English Language Reference Shelf starts up
automatically when you turn on your PC, so you can look up words with ease, without having to start up
the application. See the most frequently used dictionary meanings or thesaurus synonyms by simply
moving your mouse over a word or phrase in WindowsRG or your web browser and the definition or
synonyms appear in a pop-up window on your document or web page. You can also use the pop-up with
the keyboard by highlighting a word or phrase and using a keyboard shortcut (you can customize this
and use a shortcut of your own). The pop-up feature uses a fully lemmatized word list, so if you select
an inflected form of a word (e.g. starring), you will be taken to the entry for the base form (i.e. star).
Dock the pop-up window in the corner of your document window or web page and turn the pop-up
window on or off Other features Install and run the Oxford Pop-up English Language Reference Shelf
from your hard drive DS no more hunting for the CD-ROM when you want to look something up. Click
the MORE button on the pop-up window to see the full dictionary or thesaurus entry. This window has a
scroll bar, so you can view the whole entry. Jump to the full Oxford Pop-up English Language
Reference Shelf application and you have the following options: Quick search for:Headwords in NODE,
NOTE, and Fowler, and Keywords in ODQ5. You can choose to search across one, some, or all of the
titles. Full text search across the entire text of one or all four of the titles and use Boolean operators and
wildcards to pinpoint exactly what you want. Cross-reference to other headwords (or keywords for the
ODQ5) by right-clicking on a word and selecting Look-up Copy text from the Reference Shelf to your
document System requirements PC with minimum 166MHz Pentium-class processor Windows 95, 98,
2000, or NT 4.0 32 Mb of RAM 100 Mb free hard disk space 8-speed CD-ROM drive SVGA monitor

Concise Oxford English Dictionary
The perfect dictionary for students studying specialist subjects.

Oxford Pop-Up English Language Reference Shelf
Contains alphabetically arranged entries that explore the origin, evolution, and social history of over
three thousand English language words.

Paperback Oxford English Dictionary
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The Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs
Offers entries for over six thousand idioms, including seven hundred new to this edition, and provides
background information, additional cross-references, and national variants.

Oxford English Dictionary for Schools
The most up-to-date dictionary of English available today offers over 65,000 concise and readable
entries--10,000 new to this edition--and provides usage notes that reflect the very latest patterns in the
way English is both written and spoken. This edition also now lists compound words as main headwords
and clearly divides word senses, making it more accessible than ever.

Oxford Dictionary of Word Origins
Entries cover over 192,000 words providing definitions, pronunciations, usage notes, grammar advice,
and a gazetteer.

The Oxford Dictionary of Difficult Words
Provides over 51,000 dictionary entries which contain definitions and pronunciations, and includes the
rules to proper English usage based on current trends

Colour Oxford English Dictionary
This fully updated edition offers over 120,000 words, phrases, and definitions. It covers all the words
you need for everyday use, carefully selected from the evidence of the Oxford English Corpus, a
databank of 21st century English, containing over 2 billion words.The Factfinder centre section gives
quick-reference entries on topics including famous people, countries, and science. Includes 3 months'
access to Oxford Dictionaries Pro at oxforddictionaries.com.

Pocket Oxford English Dictionary
The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar is a straightforward and accessible A-Z guide to the diverse
and often complex terminology of English grammar. It contains over 1,600 entries with clear and
concise definitions, enhanced by numerous example sentences, as well as relevant quotations from the
scholarly literature of the field. This second edition is written and edited by Professor Bas Aarts of
University College London, writer of the acclaimed Oxford Modern English Grammar. It has been fully
revised and updated, with particular attention paid to refreshing the example sentences included within
the text. There are over 150 new entries that cover current terminology which has arisen since the
publication of the first edition, and there are also new entries on the most important English grammars
published since the start of the 20th century. Hundreds of new cross-references enhance the user-friendly
nature of the text, and the list of works cited has been thoroughly updated to reflect the current state of
the field. A short appendix of web links has been added. All in all, this Dictionary is an invaluable guide
to English grammar for all students and teachers of the subject, as well as all those with an informed
interest in the English language.

The New Zealand Oxford Dictionary
The New Oxford Dictionary of English was first published in 1998 and quickly established itself as the
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foremost single-volume authority on the English language. This is a major new edition, now without the
New in the title, but with all the features that brought world-wide acclaim to the first publication. The
Oxford Dictionary of English is at the forefront of language research, focusing on English as it is used
today, informed by the most up-to-date evidence and the latest research fromthe Oxford English Corpus.
The dictionary is unique in that it places the central and most frequent meanings of each word first,
followed by secondary and technical senses, slang, idioms, and historical and archaic senses. There are
over 500 boxed usage notes, giving guidance on all aspects of the language and backed up by extensive
analysis of 100s of millions of words of real English. Featuring 355,000 words, phrases, and definitions,
this dictionary offers the most comprehensive coverage of English as it is actually used in the twentyfirst century. There is also a brand-new set of appendices, covering topics including countries, heads of
state, and chemical elements.

The Oxford Dictionary and English Usage Guide
1300 special Australian and N.Z. English entries. 2,000 new words that have recently entered the
language. Guidance on how words are used today, including hotly disputed points, ranging from the split
infinitive to politically correct language.

Oxford English Dictionary
An A-Z of 1,000 English grammatical terms, including current mainstream terminology, older,
traditional and many new, controversial terms plus coverage of wider linguistics items. Concise
definitions are accompanied by more detailed explanations with examples of usage and many quotations
from grammar books. Now available in paperback this book should be found on the shelves of all those
with an interest in the English language

The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms
This is a major new edition of the world-famous Concise Oxford English Dictionary, published together
with a fully up-to-date text of the dictionary on CD-ROM, containing over 240,000 words, phrases, and
definitions, including 1,800 new words. It offers rich vocabulary coverage, with full treatment of World
English, rare, historical, and archaic terms, as well as scientific and technical vocabulary, and provides
hundreds of helpful notes on grammar and usage. The CD-ROM version of the dictionary offers full-text
search functionality, instant look-up from WindowsR documents, including email and the Internet, highquality spoken pronunciations for thousands of words, and interactive educational word games, making
it ideal for family use, as well as for homework and school use. New to this edition is a fascinating Word
Histories feature, telling the often bizarre stories of the origins and development of hundreds of words.
For example, did you know that the word grammar is related to glamour, or that cockney used to mean a
spoilt child? This dictionary also contains full appendices on topics such as alphabets, currencies,
electronic English, and the registers of language, from formal to slang, plus a useful Guide to Good
English with advice on grammar, punctuation, and spelling.

Oxford Student's Dictionary of English
This centenary edition of the world-famous Concise Oxford English Dictionary on CD-ROM presents
the most accurate picture of English today.

The Oxford English Dictionary
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Provides over 51,000 dictionary entries which contain definitions and pronunciations, and includes the
rules to proper English usage based on current trends

Pocket Oxford English Dictionary
Ideal for PET and FCE preparation Packed full of useful study extras, the Cambridge Learner's
Dictionary helps you on your way to becoming a confident, natural English speaker. With clear
definitions, written especially for intermediate level students, and thousands of examples that put the
language into context, this dictionary is an invaluable companion, whether you are learning English for
work or pleasure, or preparing for an exam. The best bits of the dictionary * NEW! Improved and
expanded study pages include the innovative 'Talk' section, focussing on conversation, and how people
really speak in day-to-day situations. * NEW! Word Partner boxes show how words are used together,
helping you develop natural sounding English. * NEW! Special 'new words' section focuses on the latest
words to enter the English language, ensuring that the language you learn is always up to date. * NEW!
Thesaurus boxes make your English sound more natural by providing alternatives to over-used words,
helping you to widen your vocabulary. * Learner Error notes taken from the Cambridge Learner Corpus
- based on real student errors from Cambridge ESOL papers - help you to avoid typical mistakes. The
Cambridge Learner's Dictionary CD-ROM includes the whole dictionary in a handy searchable format
and much more, too! You can listen to every word in British and American English - and even record
yourself for comparison. The best bits of the CD-ROM * UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus helps build
vocabulary and allows you to create topic-related word lists at the click of a button. * QUICKfind, a
mini pop-up version of the dictionary, lets you look up words as you work with no effort. * Hundreds of
interactive vocabulary practice exercises - to use on-screen, or print out for classroom use - help you to
monitor your progress.

The Concise Oxford English Dictionary
Contains a fully updated A-Z guide to over 1,200 definitions of terms from the fields of literary theory
and criticism, rhetoric, versification and drama. Recommendations for further reading are included.

Oxford English Mini Dictionary
The Oxford English Dictionary for Schools is carefully targeted to support secondary school students
with their independent reference skills, to improve their spelling, punctuation, and grammar, and to build
vocabulary. Ideal support for Controlled Assessments.
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